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DEATH VALLEY 

 
 
 

ake to the skies!” 
The king of the oceans and skies flapped his mighty 
wings and thrust ahead with awesome force. 

“Let's go, Bohou!” Gaia called loudly. 
The whistling wind filled her mouth. Low, grayish hills and 

snaking riverbeds passed in a blur below as white wisps of clouds 
chased one another. Gaia's hair fluttered behind her, backlit by the 
rays of the sun. Her enormous new pterosaur swallowed the 
distance to the spacecraft she commanded at the speed of 
lightning. 

Five years had passed since the world changed and she had 
grown taller and more beautiful. Despite her young age – she was 
only seventeen – she had been appointed supreme commander of 
her own spaceship, Arko-33. 

Gaia leaned forward a bit and stroked the neck of the immense 
Bohou to urge him on. Then, her mind sparked with an alert from 
the consciousness of Arko-33. What would the new mission be? 
She would find out only after she arrived. The spacecraft – in 
actuality, a supercomputer – had decided to alert her without 
giving a reason. 

“T
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The abandoned airfield at Area 51 in Nevada was left far 
behind. Bohou flew southwest toward Death Valley. Just a few 
years before, the valley had been an arid wasteland, regularly 
hitting 120o Fahrenheit in summer. Now the Arkonots' northern 
experimental zone, EXP-8 consisted entirely of green pastureland. 
The red blaze of the flowering oaks scattered all around was 
studded with pink Judas tree flowers and the white buds of 
sweetly-scented birches. The horizon was filled with green growth 
where colorful songbirds twittered in the branches. Butterflies in 
every color of the rainbow fluttered above carpets of blooms. At 
the valley's lowest point, a clear lake shimmered blue, a few palms 
on its shore. A pleasant warmth and intoxicating spring scents 
filled the world. 

Next to a river flowing between the low hills stood a tricera-
tops. The huge dinosaur lifted its enormous head to study the 
pterosaur passing overhead. The base of its skull was encircled by 
a bony collar resembling a serrated fan. The animal had a short, 
pointy horn above its nose and two more horns, long and menac-
ing, above its eyes. After a minute of curiosity, the triceratops went 
back to its favorite pastime - grazing on the bushes. It turned its 
ten-yard-long back on Bohou as if to say that it couldn't care less 
about anything that was not a threat or could not be eaten. 

A few hundred yards further down, a flock of hadrosaurs 
stampeded south through the valley, moving in Bohou's path at 
perhaps fifty to sixty miles per hour. Despite their size – the largest 
ones were about fifty feet long – they were fleet-footed. Their 
mouths resembled duck bills and their heads were decorated with 
impressive crests angled backward. 

“Drop,” Gaia ordered Bohou with her mind. 
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Bohou flew lower and hovered right above the flock. In that 
instant, the air filled with a loud noise, as if thousands of trumpets 
were blowing random notes all around them. 

“Rise!” Gaia ordered. “We're scaring them.” 
As Bohou obeyed her telepathic instruction and flew higher, 

the jarring sounds faded. From Bohou's altitude, Gaia was able to 
marvel at the whole vista. A group of gigantic diplodocuses was 
moving to her left. They looked like large, antique ships sailing on 
the sea-blue horizon. Bringing the clumsy creatures back to life 
was considered quite an achievement because the last of its kind 
had been eradicated some eighty million years before the Arkonots 
came. It was easy to spot them because of their enormous necks 
and slow, silent progress. 

It's lucky the predators are separate, Gaia thought, though she 
knew that, from time to time, one of these massive diplodocuses 
was sacrificed to sate the bottomless appetite of the meat-eaters. 

She was surprised to suddenly see a megalomatis on a nearby 
hill. Two more were behind it, hiding in the shade of a tree. It was 
odd to see these predators where they didn't belong. The three, 
standing on their sturdy hind legs, looked as if they were plotting 
a conspiracy. They were relatively small – shorter than a human 
adult – and their total length from the edge of the jaw to the tip of 
the tail was about ten feet. Their large eyes glittered wickedly and 
their menacing, backward-sloping teeth flashed intermittently as 
if they were smiling at one another with malicious intent. 

“What are they doing here?” Gaia wondered out loud. “I’ll 
have to report this ASAP.” The creatures' presence here was 
upsetting. The megalomatis was a particularly smart dinosaur. Its 
scientific name was Megalomatisaurus, from the Greek for “big-
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eyed lizard.” The two large, uncanny eyes were located at the front 
of the creature's skull, allowing it as deep and broad a field of vision 
as that of an eagle. Because of its cleverness and excellent vision, 
the megalomatis was a particularly dangerous predator. Even so, 
how had these particular animals managed to get past the 
electromagnetic barrier? The wall, located 100 miles away in the 
Hollow Hills of the northern Mojave Desert in California, was 
thought to be impenetrable. The presence of the carnivorous 
dinosaur here posed a real risk even to the largest plant-eating 
creatures roaming these parts because the meat-eaters tended to 
hunt in packs. This was an unexpected and very troubling 
development. 

In a split-second decision, Gaia turned her pterosaur to fly a 
southeasterly course. I have to check this out up close, she said to 
herself. 

From the Colorado River in the east and the Black Rock road 
in the south, the Mojave Desert now belonged to the carnivores, 
from the sneaky megalomatises, through the swift raptors, to the 
spectacular tyrannosaurs. This area was EXP-7, the southern 
experimental zone, and now also Gaia's destination so that she 
could see for herself what was going on. The sun was at its apex, 
causing the shadow of Bohou's large wings to fall on the ground 
directly below them. Suddenly, Bohou shook his back lightly. 

“Got it,” Gaia answered him. “We'll go down to rest.” 
Instantly, the pterosaur dove down into a woodland copse 

where Gaia and Bohou's chances of being seen were reduced, 
which was important given the irritable nature of the unfriendly 
triceratopses. When a creature of such large proportions decided 
it didn't like someone – and this was the case in almost every 
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encounter with another creature – it would immediately lower its 
two, terrifyingly sharp horns jutting from its forehead and start 
rushing at its target. Under such circumstances, it was best to take 
cover behind something especially solid. The strength of an adult 
triceratops, which was the size of an African elephant and weighed 
about ten tons, was tremendous. Bohou beat his wings and 
landed. 

Gaia was greeted by a powerful scent of wildflowers. Through-
out the valley before her, red poppies, white roses, and small, blue 
pimpernels grew in great profusion. The green grazing grounds 
spread as far as the eye could see. She inhaled the clear, clean air 
and allowed the soft breeze to envelop her. The world was so pure 
that even the bees humming around her seemed friendly. A swarm 
of feathered micro-raptors passed by, gliding among the nearby 
trees. Each had four wings with feathers striped in dark green and 
light blue. Although little, these predators terrorized any creature 
smaller than themselves. Surprisingly, Bohou straightened up 
quick as a flash, caught one of them in his long beak, and swal-
lowed it without hesitation. Immediately thereafter, he turned to 
the others, trapped two more, and in quick succession swallowed 
them, too. 

It is what it is, Gaia thought. He has to eat, too. 
Next to her, yellow-flowering oxalis were growing in large 

clumps. She picked some stems and chewed. As their refreshingly 
tart taste filled her mouth, she became thoughtful. Much had 
changed since the tumultuous events she'd experienced with her 
little band of friends in Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula. Ben, friend 
and leader, had triggered a profound change in the Earth's 
atmosphere and oceans. Greenhouse gas emissions had been 
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reduced and the air had become restorative. Deserts had become 
green and bloomed. Ben had been able to make these tremendous 
changes because his consciousness had become Arkonotic - 
joined to the single cosmic consciousness of the ancient Arkonots. 
Gaia and all the other friends in the group had normal human 
consciousness. Other than Ben, no one in the world could belong 
to the Arkonotic Consciousness. He was the chosen emissary. 

A sense of ease spread through Gaia's body. She lay down and 
looked up at the expanse above. Past the blue screen of the skies, 
the distant stars were hidden. She began to wonder, not for the 
first time, where all this was going. While Ben was a human 
Arkonot, the only one on Earth, within just a few years all children 
would be joining him. All babies born since Ben's revelation had a 
different psycho-genetic makeup than before. Millions of children 
around the world – in fact, all kids under the age of five – were no 
longer totally human. At first glance, they were normal children 
who liked to play and have fun, but a more discerning observer 
could immediately recognize a change. They were different! 
Something about them was strange… bizarre, even. Was it their 
curious habit of flocking together in large groups to sit in silence 
for hours on end without doing a thing? Ben said that, soon, these 
children would say goodbye to their parents and sit in schools 
without any teachers. What did he mean? Only time would tell. 

High above, Gaia spotted a faint, glowing line, far, far away. 
Was it a stray meteorite? Or a small space vehicle of the lightrino 
type? Gaia had no idea, but the sudden thought triggered by this 
sublime sight resembled the appearance of that light: it came out 
of nowhere. 

What the hell are micro-raptors doing here? she asked herself. 
They're also carnivores. 
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Indeed, what were the tiny raptors doing here? More precisely, 
how had they gotten past the invisible barrier in the Hollow Hills? 

She stood up and looked around tensely. So it wasn't just 
megalomatises in the area set aside for the herbivorous dinosaurs… 
there were also micro-raptors, and who knew what else. 

“Stay here and be careful!” she commanded Bohou. 
A tall hill jutted up just a few hundred yards away. Gaia 

decided to go there on foot to inspect her environment from up 
close. Her reason for not taking her pterosaur was simple: he 
might draw unwanted attention because of his size. Bohou shook 
his head from side to side to express his discontent but - of course 
- he obeyed. 

Gaia closed the gap running low to the ground. Danger was all 
around. It was not just the predators that were suddenly on the 
loose but also gigantic herbivores, especially the hostile tricera-
topses. Sure, she carried a powerful wireless stun gun in her belt, 
but it was useless against the large dinosaurs. At most, she would 
be tickling them lightly. Some would find it amusing but others 
would simply be more irritated than ever. 

She skipped over tufts of grass and yellow carpets of dandelions, 
immersed in the intoxicating scent of violets, and before long she 
was at the top of the hill. A young pine forest spread out below her 
and a light, pleasant breeze caressed her cheeks, bearing with it a 
group of enormous, orange, black-edged monarch butterflies 
migrating south. At first, it was impossible to see that anything was 
amiss. 

However, somewhere in this primordial scene, something was 
not right. Something stuck out beyond the outline of this won-
drous Garden of Eden. This was evident first by the unexpected 
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behavior of the oviraptors – small, strange dinosaurs with plume-
covered arms that looked like undeveloped wings. Bony caps 
topped their heads and they had powerful, parrot-like beaks. A 
flock of them was now running around excitedly at the bottom of 
the valley. Their screeches and odd knocking noises made it all the 
way to Gaia's lookout. 

Too bad I don't have binoculars with me, she thought. What 
was going on with these weird critters? The oviraptors were 
gathered near one tree. Every so often, they would make a run at a 
large mound of some sort. They were clearly agitated, but some 
irresistible force made them charge the mound over and over 
again. After reaching it, they'd remain there for a moment only to 
run back to the tree as if their lives depended on it. 

I have to check this out, Gaia thought. She gave a silent 
whistle. In response, Bohou stretched his wings and flew to her. It 
was too dangerous to approach the oviraptors on foot. They were 
short, at most waist-high, but were known for their impudence 
and tendency to eat anything that moved. Bohou landed alongside 
her, and she brushed her hand gently along his wing.  

“We're lifting off,” she signaled telepathically. Bohou crouched 
as best as he could to help her mount his back. Like all his fellow 
pterosaurs, Bohou's prehistoric brain had also been implanted 
with light-sensitive genes, and after a few training sessions was 
capable of taking orders directly, without words. 

“Fly!” she ordered. 
Two or three flaps of his mighty wings were all it took to make 

them airborne. They were above the mound in the blink of an eye. 
“What is this?!” Gaia whispered in astonishment. 
The large mound was, in fact, the carcass of a giganotosaurus, 

a predator of enormous proportions. It was an especially ferocious 
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adult animal whose skull alone was six feet long. This particular 
carcass had been hacked open from top to bottom and from side 
to side. Sharp teeth – more than twenty inches long – jutted out 
of its terrifying mouth. The creature had apparently fought for its 
life. Who or what could possibly have bested such a creature? 
What animal could have done this to a giganotosaurus? And how 
did it get here to begin with? 

The oviraptors scurried about, trying to tear chunks of flesh 
from the dead predator. Clearly, they were still afraid of it and 
therefore approached at the run like a flock of ravens, picked 
quickly at the carcass, and immediately withdrew when hearing its 
first imaginary growl. Bohou circled overhead. The oviraptors 
were afraid of him, too, but couldn't resist their desire for the juicy 
meat and so continued their frantic forays and retreats. 

Something's gone wrong, Gaia thought. Maybe it had 
something to do with the alert she had received. She decided to go 
on her way, but when she looked up she realized the problem was 
far bigger than she'd thought. On the green plain, as far as the eye 
could see, other gigantic predators lay fallen, their mutilated 
carcasses bleeding out. A powerful force – so powerful that it was 
unimaginable – had attacked these grand dinosaurs, killing them 
with horrific brutality. 

One such carcass lay in the shade of some pines just a few 
hundred yards away. As the crazed oviraptors were busy feeding 
off the carcass below her, Gaia decided to land near the more 
distant carcass to examine it up close. The trees will hide me there, 
she thought. With one inaudible command, Bohou was already 
hovering over the other slain giganotosaurus. They landed next to 
it and Gaia slid down Bohou's neck to take a closer look. 
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It’s a female! Gaia was immediately struck by this realization. 
Next to the primordial predator were several large eggs that she 
had recently laid, evident by the delicate texture of the shells, 
which resembled soft, reddish leather. The predator had fought 
for her life and the lives of her offspring. That much was clear. All 
around lay broken tree branches, and deep scratches had been 
furrowed into the greenery. It had evidently been a battle unto 
death, doomed from the outset. The force she had faced had been 
infinitely greater than her own. 

Next to the fallen carcass, Gaia looked particularly tiny. The 
predator's head had fallen to one side. Its enormous legs were 
folded and its tail was tucked in. Some of the sharp claws were 
broken. Straight cuts were scored deep into the body, but there 
was something odd about them. They were perfectly parallel and 
too straight. What predator takes pains to claw its victim so 
precisely? It looked as if someone had taken a fifty-foot ruler and 
used it to make these precision cuts. 

This isn't possible, Gaia said to herself. It didn't seem as if the 
unknown predator had fed from this carcass, and that was really 
bizarre. She looked again and again, but the mystery remained. 
Other than the long, parallel cuts, the carcass was whole. Some 
creature killed the primeval beast even though it was itself a super-
predator, and had done so in a strange manner for no discernible 
reason. 

Gaia now spotted similar mounds all around the area. As far 
as she could tell, the carcasses were only of giganotosauruses, as if 
only these massive predators had gathered in this particular space 
for a reason known only to them, and then met their death. The 
killing field looked like a huge cemetery at the heart of a green, 
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flowering paradise. The spring breezes, the sweet floral scents, the 
rainbow colors - everything here was the outcome of Arkonotic 
Consciousness. What did that consciousness know about the 
killing of the dinosaurs? 

Suddenly, Gaia heard a growling from the bushes. It sounded 
like the explosive, barking exhalation of an angry crocodile. With 
a split-second decision, Gaia ran behind the slashed-up carcass 
and skipped toward the trees. As she ran, she commanded Bohou 
to glide. The large pterosaur beat his wings and took off. Her 
action, as it became immediately clear, saved her life. 

A megalomatis burst out from behind the nearby hill. Gaia 
dug herself into her hiding place as best as she could and observed. 
Despite the tension the predator triggered in her, she couldn't 
help but be impressed by the sophisticated war machine bearing 
down on her. Its muscular tail was held aloft to stabilize the body, 
two scythe-like claws rose from its large hind legs, and its toothy, 
terrifying mouth was slightly agape. The megalomatis was on the 
giganotosaurus carcass in a flash and stopped to sniff the eggs. 
Compared to the carcass, the megalomatis actually looked tiny. 

What does it want from her? Gaia wondered. She didn't have 
to wait for long for an answer. The megalomatis bent toward the 
eggs, took one in its forearms and another in its mouth, and ran 
back to where it had come from. For a moment, Gaia thought the 
beast wanted to hide them for itself, to eat them undisturbed, but 
something in this theory did not quite line up. The megalomatises 
were inestimably sneakier and more audacious than the silly, 
scared oviraptors. The war machine before her should already 
have realized that the female giganotosaurus no longer repre-
sented any danger. It would have made much more sense to bite 
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into the eggs or the flesh and gorge itself stupid right then and 
there. But no, the megalomatis wanted the eggs for something 
else. The question was, for what? 

Another growl. The megalomatis was issuing a warning to one 
and all not to interfere with it. It reappeared, rushed at the eggs, 
and carried off another two to hide them behind the hill. It re-
peated this again and again. At one point, two more megalo-
matises appeared in the distance. They went to the top of the hill 
and looked around. This was probably the trio Gaia had seen ear-
lier. The two that had just emerged rose tall like sentries guarding 
a treasure. They were standing back-to-back and their large eyes 
never ceased to scan their surroundings from side to side. 

All the carcasses were female, it suddenly occurred to Gaia. 
They had come here to lay their eggs, and the megalomatises were 
waiting for them! The more she considered the notion, the more 
sense it made. The question remained, however - why? Gaia bent 
her head and tried not to move. It was imperative to be utterly 
silent. 

After the megalomatis had collected the last eggs and joined 
its two companions, the three stood and bobbed their heads at 
one another as if planning their next move. Bohou, circling 
overhead, was just a dot in the sky. 

“Don't come down!” she commanded, hoping he'd registered 
her order. Slowly, she crept backward into the woods to stay out 
of the megalomatises' line of sight. Maybe I'll be able to get myself 
away from this horrid place, she thought. But, despite her efforts, 
branches behind her rustled softly. She froze and held her breath. 
The megalomatises raised their large heads and surveyed the area. 
They seemed to be tuned into distant frequencies known only to 
them. Suddenly, one fixed its gaze in her exact direction! 
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There was no time to think. In fact, there was no choice. One 
megalomatis leaped toward her like a coiled spring, accelerating 
with the speed of a jaguar. The two hooked claws straightened, the 
tail stretched full length, and its slightly open jaws were ready to 
lock onto her with the strength of a crocodile. Gaia stood up, drew 
her stun gun, and fired. The flash of lightning struck the rushing 
megalomatis. The creature convulsed in the air, landing just a few 
yards away from her. It was not a fatal shot but was enough to 
utterly confuse the beast, which was now making snorting noises. 
Gaia quickly turned and ran deeper into the woods. Luckily for 
her, the other two megalomatises stayed where they were. They 
must have been depending on their buddy to successfully end the 
chase, or it was more important for them to guard their loot. Either 
way, Gaia flew down paths that became increasingly dense with 
vegetation. Behind her, she could still hear the stunned predator's 
enraged snorts. At a bend in the path, her foot got tangled with a 
branch, which sent her rolling down a steep slope until she 
stopped, stretched out beside a pond. 

It's over for me… this implausible thought flashed through 
her mind. Meanwhile, the megalomatis had struggled to its feet 
and was trying to waddle through the forest. From time to time, it 
would collide with a tree, which further enraged it. At one point, 
it fell face-first to the ground. In response, it angrily bit the first 
branch it found and beat its own head with its two stumpy arms as 
if trying to rid it of something. The flash of the stun gun had 
messed up the neural circuits in its brain and it was driving the 
beast crazy. Nonetheless, it knew what it had been doing to begin 
with, and therefore made every effort to locate its prey - Gaia. It 
was advancing in the right direction. That was the nature of the 
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megalomatis: the moment it locked onto a target, it would never 
let go. 

Gaia looked around her. There was no hiding place in the 
immediate vicinity. She lay next to brackish, green water, more 
swamp than pond, totally exposed. It was only a question of time 
until the megalomatis reached her. She could hear its noisy 
progress through the thicket. It was clearly coming back to its 
senses and regaining its strength. Something had to be done, and 
fast. Suddenly, she had an idea. She quickly broke off a reed 
growing next to her, rolled toward the water, and dove under, 
breathing through the reed. She held onto the marsh plants 
growing lushly at the pond's edge to keep herself from floating. 
Now she was invisible. Only the short reed poked out a bit above 
the brackish water. 

The footsteps were coming closer, accompanied by the sound 
of breaking branches and angry snorting. All of a sudden, it 
appeared at the top of the slope in all its splendor. Its cold, focused 
gaze surveyed every detail of the surroundings. It was now 
completely calm, looking like the omnipotent ruler of its kingdom. 
Gaia tried to avoid making even the smallest twitch, breathing 
slowly through her reed. Through the murky water, she was able 
to make out only the prehistoric predator's impressive outline. 
Gaia's long, black hair was moving on the water, but it was 
impossible to tell it apart from the plants filling the pond. Several 
long minutes later, which seemed like an eternity, the megalo-
matis turned and disappeared into the forest. 

Just to be safe, Gaia stayed in the water for another few 
minutes. She then rose slowly and headed, completely silently, in 
the opposite direction, moving along the edge of the pond. 
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Obviously, she could not retrace her steps. Her wet clothes stuck 
to her body and she didn't know her precise location. Bohou had 
disappeared altogether and she had no idea if he was within 
telepathic range. Had she been wearing her helmet, she might 
have been able to overcome the distance, but it had been a long 
time since she'd used any protective gear when flying a pterosaur. 
She tried calling him several times but failed to make contact.  

I wonder what else is around the corner, she thought warily. 
The path twisted next to the bubbling pond water. Large, 

yellow lilies and white ranunculi grew on the surface. Before long, 
Gaia felt her strength return. It was the oxygen-rich air, just like 
the prehistoric air when the dinosaurs had first walked the 
primordial Earth. Reddish dragonflies with long wings flittered 
quickly past, hunting for bugs. She wondered if the Arkonots 
could eradicate the whole predator-prey phenomenon. As if 
answering her question, two ankylosauruses burst out of the bush 
on the other side of the pond and started wrestling. They were 
very clumsy, ridiculous even, in their attempts to hit one another 
with their tails, whose tips were equipped with round, bony plates, 
making them look like heavy clubs. Each ankylosaurus weighed 
several tons, its back entirely covered in large, sharp bone spikes. 
They were herbivores, a reminder that life-and-death matches 
were not exclusive to the predator-prey relationship. They 
stemmed from the need to control resources, like food, and were 
simply a manifestation of the survival instinct. One of the two 
wrestlers tried to lift the other using its armored skull to reach the 
soft underbelly but failed. The ankylosaurus was lifted off the 
ground for a second, only to crash right back to the ground, 
landing on its two sturdy front limbs. The thud of its fall 
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reverberated through the forest, causing the ground to shudder 
under Gaia's feet. She could have stayed there staring at the titanic 
clash but knew it was best to remain unseen. Her feet carried her 
forward into the thicket. She felt the need for urgency, but no spot 
anywhere nearby was safe. 

The heavy undergrowth slowed her progress and she didn't 
know where she was going. One thing was clear: she needed to 
reach a high and relatively open place where she could communi-
cate with Bohou. The sun was halfway to setting, and Gaia simply 
could not remain here after dark. That would spell certain death. 
Even now, her chances weren't particularly good. 

After forging past some prickly bushes, she reached a broad 
path. Bright pink and purple cyclamen peeked out from the cracks 
of the scattered rocks. Chilly air filled her lungs and restored her 
hope. All she had to do was find the right spot. 

A slightly odd smell she found hard to identify wafted among 
the trees. It was similar to something scorched. That's all I need - 
a fire breaking out, she thought. But there was no reason for a fire 
to break out, so Gaia pushed the troubling thought from her mind 
and kept on walking. She soon found herself in a small clearing. In 
that instant, she heard a faint screech, a kind of extended croak, 
coming from behind a tree. 

In front of her astounded eyes there appeared a small creature, 
at most a foot-and-a-half long from the tip of its snout to the end 
of its tail. It bared its sharp teeth and croaked, or gurgled – the 
devil only knew how to describe the sound it was making. It was 
obvious that it didn't like Gaia at all, and the truth was that she 
wasn't a huge fan of its appearance either. It was a compsognathus. 
Gaia was so stunned by the sight that she forgot to ask herself what 
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this small but evil predatory dinosaur was doing in the area 
reserved for herbivores. The creature shook its head from side to 
side as it uttered loud shrieks, stomped its hind legs, and came 
nearer. Maybe it was trying to scare her or was gearing itself up for 
action. A moment later, several dozen more popped out from 
among the trees. Now the real reason for its unusual behavior 
became clear: it was trying to encourage its buddies to follow it. 
This one appeared to be the leader and it was now urging them on 
to the unexpected meal that had appeared before them. 

The burning question was what to do. It was possible to fend 
off a single compsognathus, but with a mob this large, her chances 
were nonexistent. And there was no time to think. The leader 
shook its whole body and advanced, still uttering its weird 
screeches as if to say, “Try it if you dare!” From up close, it was 
possible to see the scared glint in its eye. From time to time, it cast 
a backward glance to make sure its soldiers had not abandoned it. 
That was all it needed - to be left to deal with the strange animal 
facing it. It had never seen anything like Gaia. Who knew what she 
was liable to do? Just to be sure, it opened its jaws wide to show 
Gaia its small, sharp teeth. Another couple of tentative steps and 
it was right in front of her, ready to chomp. Behind, all its brothers 
and sisters followed suit. 

It's now or never! Gaia said to herself. There was no choice. 
She had to show them who was boss. She drew back her right leg 
and, using tremendous momentum, kicked the creature in the 
head while simultaneously shrieking as loudly as she could. The 
compsognathus' jaws locked with an audible click from the blow, 
which sent it somersaulting through the air a couple of times 
before it landed on a patch of grass.  
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At that moment, all the soldier creatures were overcome by 
terror. Such impressive a flight – in every direction and into the 
trees – hadn't occurred here for a very long time! All of them 
without exception fled in a panic uttering loud shrieks like a 
terrorized flock of chickens. The shrieks were very shrill, the kind 
that say, “Warning, danger here!” Compsognathuses were 
excellent runners, so all the creatures were gone within seconds. 
From the depths of the forest came the gradually fading sounds of 
small, scurrying feet and breaking twigs. Only the compsognathus 
commander was left on the battlefield, lying motionless on its side. 

Perhaps the creature was alive. Perhaps it wasn't. Gaia didn't 
stop to check. Just to be sure, she let out another reverberating 
screech and leaped toward the trees as if intending to give chase 
to the little pests. After a moment, and before the evil predators 
could change their minds, she hurried away. 

From the small clearing, a dirt path led her up a rise. The path 
turned then disappeared between two large boulders. She could 
see a distant hill beyond them. It should be possible to restore her 
connection with Bohou from there, she thought, and started to 
lengthen her strides. Long, twilight shadows stretched across the 
ground and a sudden hunger seized her belly. She suspected that 
the beautiful mushrooms growing all around her were toxic. Too 
bad Amir isn't here, she thought. He'd find something edible and 
make us a meal. A prickly wild raspberry bush was growing near 
the path. Gaia picked some of the deep red berries and ate them 
with relish. They helped quiet the sense of emptiness in her 
stomach. After passing the boulders and looking up the path, she 
stopped in terror.  

The megalomatis was waiting there, tense as a spring, ready to 
leap! 
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This can't be! The thought flashed through her head like 
lightning. It’s lying in wait for me! It circled the woods and waited 
for me to show up. It can't be that smart!  

But this was real. The megalomatis had, in fact, flanked the 
area and hidden behind the boulders, where it had waited and 
waited, knowing it was the only path she would choose. 

The large, predatory eyes bored holes in her. Gaia was willing 
to swear they glittered with schadenfreude. The megalomatis 
opened its mouth a little and exhaled. It seemed as if it was smiling 
to himself. 

“You sneaky, ugly bastard!” she shouted at the beast. 
The predator lifted its head and opened its jaws wide to 

expose its razor-sharp teeth. But then, for some reason, it 
remained in place. Perhaps its reptile brain was anticipating the 
excitement of ripping this annoying creature to shreds and was 
savoring every second. Its well-muscled legs tensed for the leap. 

“Have a present!” Gaia yelled. She drew her stun gun, took 
careful aim, and squeezed the trigger. The only result of her action 
was the ticking of a spent car battery. The gun had malfunctioned. 
No flash of lightning shot out at the looming beast. 

It's wet! Gaia realized with horror. The gun had stopped 
functioning because it had been submerged in the pond. 

The megalomatis shook its head and emitted grunts and 
barks. Gaia could have sworn it was cracking up laughing. Consid-
ering it was such a primitive animal, this megalomatis was displaying 
startling capabilities. Under other circumstances, Gaia would 
have been happy to observe and study this surprising change, but 
right now she was on the brink of becoming fresh food for this spe-
cial dinosaur. Something had to be done. Fast.  
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This beast won't take me down without a fight, she thought. 
She quickly scanned the surroundings for a branch or stick of 
some kind but nothing was within reach. I'll try to whack him in 
the head with my gun, she decided, even though she knew it was 
hopeless. 

The megalomatis leaped like an uncoiling spring and flew at 
her. 

A deep, large shadow suddenly streaked down from the sky. 
The enormous claws on the creature’s hind legs straightened 

as its mouth opened to bite. 
The shadow dove with the speed of a falcon. 
At the last second before teeth fastened onto Gaia's neck, the 

shadow struck the predatory reptile with a tremendous thud. 
It was Bohou! He smacked the megalomatis with his terrify-

ing, spear-like beak. The stunned reptile somersaulted through 
the air several times before landing loudly on its side, wounded 
and bleeding. It was not a fatal blow but was enough to stun it for 
a while. 

Bohou lifted off and, like an eagle, circled above his victim, 
preparing for a second dive. The injured megalomatis lifted its 
head, snarled in rage, and showed its teeth. It could not stand but 
still wanted to fight. Its determination was astonishing. Bohou 
circled one last time before diving down for the kill. 

“Bohou, no!” Gaia called out. 
The pterosaur continued his glide. 
Gaia instructed him to land next to her. It was not that she 

pitied the megalomatis. She couldn't care less if it died, but she 
worried about injury to her pterosaur. Just one claw hole in his 
wing would leave both of them stranded. Bohou obeyed instantly 
and landed lightly beside her. 
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With desperation in its eyes, the megalomatis watched Gaia 
climb onto Bohou's back. It had probably never seen anything like 
it in its life: a strange, irritating creature climbing on top of another 
creature that could fly. But it understood the result, all right: its 
prey had escaped from between its jaws. It snorted in rage and 
pain, kicked its hind legs, and stared daggers at the two, to no avail. 
It was incapable of rising. Gaia, taking her time, settled onto her 
pterosaur's back as she had so many times before, buckled herself 
into the various belts and harnesses, and clicked her tongue as one 
would to a horse. Within seconds, they were airborne. 

“Where did you get to?” she asked affectionately. She leaned 
forward to pet Bohou's neck. 

The pterosaur shook his head, indicating that he had been 
looking for her the whole time, meticulously covering the length 
and breadth of the entire zone. 

“Well done, Bohou!” Gaia was effusive in her praise and 
tapped his shoulder lightly. 

The king of the oceans and skies whizzed ahead, stretching its 
neck forward and sounding a piercing squawk that resonated from 
one end of the world to the other. 

The herds of herbivorous dinosaurs grazing down below 
raised their heads and looked on with interest. They had great 
respect for this enormous creature, capable of crossing oceans and 
continents in a single flight. 

A few miles later, Gaia surprised her pterosaur with a new 
command. “Turn around!” 

Bohou immediately U-turned and flew back the way he'd 
come. 

“I want to know what they're doing there with the eggs,” Gaia 
explained. 
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There was no way to know if Bohou understood, but he was 
nothing if not obedient. Gaia didn't know precisely behind which 
hill she had seen the megalomatises, but she assumed that the 
killing field would be a good starting point. A few strong wing-
flaps and the two were closing in on the area. Although darkness 
was falling, it was still possible to make out the huge mounds of 
the slashed carcasses. Another couple of wingbeats and they were 
circling overhead. 

“Don't descend,” Gaia directed. “Once was enough…” 
Bohou flew in wide circles, like a silent, high-tech glider. 
“Lower,” Gaia instructed, recognizing the carcass she had 

examined before. 
Bohou descended in easy circles above the slashed predator. 

Despite his size, his circles were tight; it was an amazing sight. 
Gaia inspected the carcass as well as she could but saw nothing 

new. The enormous skull lay with the cheekbone on the ground; 
the legs and tail were pulled in and the sharp claw broken. Deep, 
gaping, parallel cuts ran all over the back – up and down and from 
side to side. These strange wounds were faint in the twilight, and 
the predator lay there as if resting after a major battle. Not a single 
egg remained by her side. 

“Circle wider,” Gaia ordered. 
The pterosaur's circles grew increasingly wider. Nothing else 

was visible in the area. The hill behind which the megalomatises 
had hidden now disappeared as if it never existed. 

“It'll be completely dark soon,” Gaia said as much to herself as 
to Bohou. “It's time we headed for Arko-33.” 

A tremble of stretching muscles rippled through the over-
sized body of her pterosaur. He was clearly happy with her 
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decision. Gaia steered Bohou southwest or, at least, what she 
thought was southwest. Had she been wearing her helmet, she 
would have been able to use its satellite navigation device, but now 
she had to trust her instincts. In response to Gaia's signal, Bohou 
gladly circled around the field and, for safety's sake, issued one last, 
long squawk. 

At that moment, they saw something they'd never seen before. 
From the distant horizon, a gargantuan monster started for-

ward and advanced directly into their flight path. Its proportions 
grew as they neared it, like a vast ocean liner that at first looks just 
like a dot and then just grows and grows. It was alert and energetic. 
The beast's head, its size truly terrifying, moved from side to side. 
Its tail was stretched straight out behind and its forearms were 
stretched ahead so that the monster could sink its massive claws 
into anyone entering its space. 

At first, it wasn't clear what this was, but soon enough the 
monster's identity was revealed. The creature strode along on two 
long and very muscular legs. Its teeth – more than ten inches of 
sharply lethal weaponry – glinted now and again. It was 
impossible to mistake. It was a colossal giganotosaurus, in all its 
murderous splendor. 

“Go around it,” instructed Gaia. “Just maintain a safe height.” 
Bohou circled just a few yards above the monster. The 

giganotosaurus raised its head and tried to follow the annoyance 
hovering overhead. It was clearly not pleased. From time to time, 
angry, menacing bellows issued from its throat. It was an 
incredibly heavy beast and incapable of jumping. Even so, just the 
sight of it was enough to inspire dread. 

“Higher,” Gaia commanded. “I don't want to attract attention.” 
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Bohou ascended another hundred feet. Even from this height, 
the appearance of the giganotosaurus was truly extraordinary. 
Gaia examined the data: it seemed to be a female. If so, she was on 
her way to lay her eggs. And if this was true, she risked serious 
danger from the megalomatises. Were those sneaky creatures 
about to kill her? And if so – how? 

Gaia didn't have to wait long for her answer. The event as it 
unfolded was more surprising than anything she'd seen up to that 
point. 

A single megalomatis erupted from the opposite side of the 
space. It was quiet and confident, like David going out to battle 
Goliath. At first, it was hard to discern, partly because of its size 
and partly because of the gathering darkness. Its outline was 
indistinct in the dusk and it approached its target in typical silence. 
Had it not been for the rumbling roar that issued from the innards 
of the terrifying predator, neither Gaia nor Bohou would have 
noticed its appearance. 

The predator shook its head and exposed its teeth like some-
one rushing to sit down to a ready-made meal. It was astonishing 
to see how fast it moved toward the distant target despite its 
weight. The megalomatis stood its ground, quietly observing the 
vast beast bearing down on it, then did something that left Gaia 
gasping. It raised its forearms and took aim. Each hand had three 
long claws as well as a small finger tucked behind them. The mid-
dle claw of each hand suddenly discharged a blinding circle of 
light. At once, the circle emitted a blazing beam. The two rays 
found the giganotosaurus and cleaved it. After suffering another 
few rays, the giganotosaurus collapsed to the ground with an 
earth-shaking crash. 
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The long, thin bolts split the twilight like bright tracer bullets, 
but their impact was far more deadly. They caused the massive 
predator fatal injuries that formed a perfect geometrical grid on 
her body. This was an unknown weapon of tremendous force. 
Clearly, this is what had killed the other giganotosauruses. But, as 
is often the case, the solution to one riddle raised bigger mysteries. 
Many questions ran through Gaia's mind: What is this weapon? 
How do the megalomatises know how to use it? And when did 
they become that clever? 

It just can't be, she said to herself. This doesn't make any 
sense! “Flee, Bohou, and fast!” she ordered. 

In a flash, Bohou circled above the carcass and beat its wings 
with supreme effort. Hidden by their height and the dark, Gaia 
hoped they'd be able to get out of there. Within seconds, Bohou 
was hundreds of yards away, but the megalomatis's large, sharp 
eyes quickly picked out its other enemy flying up above. Bolts of 
lightning shot through the dark and filled the air horizontally and 
vertically. The interwoven bars of light resembled a huge 
fisherman's net intended to catch pterosaurs. The net was cast 
aloft and covered the heavens from one horizon to the other. The 
bolts came nearer and nearer to Bohou, almost singeing its wings. 

“Drop,” Gaia ordered, responding to a flash of intuition. 
Like a plummeting rock, the pterosaur dove straight down, 

continuing its flight until it was just a few yards above the ground. 
He then swerved between hills and along riverbeds like the latest-
model combat helicopter. The megalomatis lost its sightline and 
could no longer tell where they were. Soon enough, the shooting 
stopped and the skies were empty and black once again. Just to be 
sure, Gaia signaled Bohou to remain close to the ground, and 
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Bohou obeyed her with skill. Only the faint light of the moon lit 
their way as they flew along the murky channels in an impressive 
show of aerobatic twists and turns. The slight ripple through 
Bohou’s back reminded Gaia that her pterosaur needed to rest, so 
she instructed him to land on a barren hill. 

Gaia was now able to breathe freely and organize her thoughts. 
It can't be, she kept telling herself. It makes no sense that there are 
such developed dinosaurs. They have the primitive brain of an 
ancient reptile. Somebody’s using them. Somebody provided 
them with this weapon and even taught them how to use it. But 
who?”  

Her questions seemed to pierce the darkness but no one was 
there to answer. The expanse was completely silent as if the 
dinosaur herds had never rambled here.  

Gaia didn't know where she was, which triggered another fun-
damental question. Now what? In other words – what direction 
should she take? 

On the other hand, the complete silence was good news. At 
least there was no one and nothing in the immediate surroundings 
to threaten their lives. In a land this dangerous, where beasts 
weighed several tons apiece, this was no small thing. Still, it wasn't 
possible to stay here until daybreak. At any moment, some 
creature was liable to burst out of the murk. It was necessary to 
make every effort to reach Arko-33, the newest Arkonot vessel, 
which had been under her direct command for the last two years. 
If only she could reach it, she'd be in full control again. 

Gaia peered into the surrounding darkness. The ship was 
supposed to be waiting for her at Rosamond Lake on Edwards Air 
Force Base. This was supposedly only 120 miles away in the 
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general direction of Los Angeles. This meant she needed to 
continue going southwest as before. The problem, however, was 
maddeningly simple: in the complete and utter darkness, she 
didn't have the faintest idea where southwest was. 

Bohou was curled up in his spot, looking like a large boulder 
on the hill. Gaia strained her eyes to examine the nearby moun-
tains and valley. Maybe she would be able to identify a specific 
mountaintop or structure? In her heart, she knew it was pointless. 
She didn't recognize anything. She could hardly make out dark 
shapes, barely lit by the faint moonlight. The spaceship was not 
broadcasting any signal, and this alone was enough to indicate that 
something extreme had happened. She could not make contact 
without some sort of communicating device. In fact, Bohou might 
inadvertently have crossed the fence into the EXP-8 zone, located 
in predator country. Or perhaps they'd headed straight for the 
West Coast? 

The first option was hardly credible, given how brief their 
flight had been, meaning that the second was more likely. This 
meant that, if she'd crossed the fence toward the ocean, she would 
very soon be encountering various mammals – foxes, black bears, 
and the like – instead of oversized T-rexes. A loud “Ugh!” escaped 
her lips.  

“I've gotta do something,” she said aloud. “I can't just sit 
around and stare into the night.” 

All of a sudden, she had an idea. Why not try some old-
fashioned navigation methods? Why not try to identify her flight 
path using the North Star? All she had to do was find Ursa Major 
- the Big Dipper. She scanned the skies looking for the seven-star 
constellation resembling a pushcart. According to her memory, 
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she was supposed to look a certain distance from the end of the 
constellation. Luckily, the sky was fairly clear and, soon enough, 
she found the well-known pushcart shape. But it wasn't Ursa 
Major; the dimensions were much closer to those of Ursa Minor. 
She knew she had to count three stars up the Little Dipper's 
handle to the bright star at the end to find Polaris, the North Star. 
Gaia tried, and she did end up looking at some star but it was not 
nearly bright enough. It must be the cloud cover, she told herself, 
and started counting again. This time, one of the stars in the 
handle disappeared and, instead of seven stars, she could barely 
see six. Finding Ursa Major could solve the problem so she 
scanned the confusing heavens again and again, but it did no good. 

“I'm sick of this,” she said aloud to Bohou. “I don't care 
anymore. We're outta here!” 

After strapping herself in, she instructed him to move away 
from the star she found with a slight deviation to the right. This 
was southwest, according to her calculation. It was better to cover 
distance than to wait in this unfamiliar and dangerous place. 
Bohou responded at once, leaping from his spot and rising into 
the air. He was undoubtedly thrilled to be gone from this 
godforsaken land. 

“We're trying to reach Arko-33,” she explained silently, gently 
stroking her pterosaur's neck. 

To her amazement, the moment she thought-spoke the name 
of the spacecraft, Bohou executed an elegant U-turn and started 
flying in the opposite direction. 

“No, Bohou! The other way!” As strange as it seemed, the 
enormous pterosaur refused to obey. A shiver ran down its back. 
It shook its beak left and right in protest, and continued to fly its 
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own path. “All right then,” Gaia sent her magnificent flier soothing 
acceptance. “I get it. Fly where you want.” 

Bohou split the air like an arrow flying through the night. The 
trembling stopped, indicating his happiness. At that moment, 
Gaia remembered her eccentric adoptive father, Professor Gustav 
Schonberg, and his plan to implant segments of sea turtle genes 
into pterosaurs to improve their navigational abilities. Bohou was 
her personal pterosaur and, like the other flying wonders, had 
undergone a series of upgrades under the professor's critical eye. 
This must be the reason for his unexpected behavior. In some way 
known only to himself, he knew the way. 

“Fly home!” Gaia called out. 
The colossal pterosaur stretched his neck forward and his 

earsplitting squawk echoed in the shadowy, distant reaches. 
The king of the oceans and skies made for their destination 

with steadily growing force. Dark valleys flickered beneath them 
as wisps of dark clouds played tag through Gaia's black, wind-
tossed hair. She held onto the harness, leaned her head against 
Bohou's neck, and closed her eyes. From here on out, she could 
rely on him completely. The whistling of the wind in her ears told 
her that the pterosaur had reach maximum speed, close to 100 
miles an hour. At this rate, she'd reach the spacecraft within 90 
minutes at most.  

All I can do is hope that everything’s all right there, she 
thought. If something was wrong, neither she nor Bohou would 
ever be able to reenter Arko-33. For now, though, there was no 
point in upsetting herself with such disquieting thoughts. She 
therefore tried to let go and just feel the clear night air enveloping 
her body and filling her lungs. 
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Thoughts chased one another through her mind just like the 
wispy clouds. Sudden longing for her dad filled her heart. What 
was he doing now? Since he had been appointed Director of 
Prehistoric Reptile Upgrades, they'd hardly seen each other. He 
was stuck in his lab at NASA's flight research center at Edwards 
Air Force Base, a lab that had been readied for this specific task, 
while she was mostly traveling through space. Only after Arko-33 
landed in California could they finally meet, but only briefly, 
because he was constantly going off to the EXP-7 and EXP-8 
experimental zones in Death Valley and the Mojave Desert to 
examine the outcomes of his experiments. I'll go see him the first 
chance I get, Gaia promised herself, but first I have to get to the 
ship. 

Bohou flew over the fields at top speed, every now and again 
leaning to the side and dipping or gliding a bit to take maximum 
advantage of the wind to increase acceleration. Gaia woke up from 
her nap and opened her eyes. Beneath her, a road was visible, then 
the shadows of some wooden cabins and a few cars. There were 
electrical poles near the elongated cabins, and some emitted a 
feeble light. To her right, she saw what might have been a pale 
church building. Or not. She knew that several ghost towns were 
scattered along Route 395, but she had absolutely no way of 
knowing which one lay below. To her left, a mountain rose out of 
the plain, probably Red Mountain, a summit of the north-to-south 
mountain range located somewhere around here. Again, she had 
no way of determining this and simply placed her trust in her 
pterosaur. 

A moment later, a signal suddenly flashed in her mind. It was 
coming from Arko-33! “We have identified you. Help is on its way.” 
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Finally! This was very encouraging. The ship was managing to 
broadcast to her! She'd soon be seeing her capable team in her 
control room where she could also get information about her 
good friends: Amir, touring the experimental zones in his 
helicopter in his role as Chief Grounds Manager; Abigail, staying 
with the children's groups and tending to their welfare; Ariel, who 
had been given his own spaceship command; and Ben, wandering 
somewhere out there in Arko-314, also known as Noah's Ark. She 
might even see her dad if only he would take time out from work. 
The notion cheered her greatly, and she thought Bohou was 
getting excited, too, because he nodded his massive head up and 
down in the familiar pterosaurs’ way of expressing satisfaction. 
Gaia stroked its neck softly. 

A radiant snake suddenly flashed up ahead. It was a lightrino. 
The small, bright spaceship bore down on them at warp speed, 
flanked them, and signaled that they should follow in its wake. 
From this point on, the process was fully automatic. Bohou no 
longer navigated, but merely sped ahead after the glowing metal 
object. The lightrino slowed down to allow the pterosaur to keep 
up. Lights at Edwards Air Force Base glittered in the dark, and a 
second later they were flying above paved roads, buildings, and ve-
hicles. In a fraction of a second, Gaia also saw planes. Since 
Arkonotic Consciousness had begun to lead the world, Rosamond 
Lake had served as a spaceship landing strip. Lake Rogers contin-
ued to be used by stealth and experimental planes. Professor 
Gustav should be nearby. 

Just another few miles to the southwest, Arko-33, the gigantic 
spaceship, gleamed in all its breathtaking splendor. It was circling 
about 100 yards above the center of the dry, flat lakebed. The ship 
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never actually needed to make contact with the ground, and the 
power it used to hover came from calculated use and complete 
control of gravity affecting the interstellar spacetime. 

In fact, the ship could land anywhere. The choice of 
Rosamond Lake was dictated purely by its relative proximity to 
the experimental zones. Ground vehicles and planes were not 
allowed near the spacecraft, and could not have approached even 
if their operators so desired, because they would be crushed by the 
gravitational forces operating around it. Arkonotic Consciousness 
allowed only the ship's personnel to come and go, including its 
commander, of course - Gaia. 

The lightrino approached the massive, bright structure that 
was silently turning on its axis. Suddenly, two rings of light 
appeared in the wall of the huge glowing cylinder. Two round 
openings gaped in the shiny metal, one at the center, the other a 
few dozen yards above. The edges of the openings looked like light 
rings opening and growing on a plasma screen. 

The access ports, which had been opened for the lightrino and 
for Gaia and her pterosaur to enter, moved around and around 
with the structure. With perfect timing, they appeared in front of 
the newcomers. The lightrino slid into the lower port in utter 
silence and Bohou and Gaia were immediately swallowed up by 
the upper port. As soon as they were inside, the two openings 
sealed up as if they had never existed. 
 


